
BluntishamVillage Hall



The hall is home to both the local football and 
cricket teams, along with the senior teams the hall 
also hosts junior teams in both sports.  We also 
host rugbtots and indoor football, two separate 
Badminton groups and all manner of exertions 
and pain during the variety of fitness classes that 
take place in the hall, 
HIIT, Zumba and 
fitness Pilates.  Should 
you wish to hire a 
badminton court or 
start your own club 
then please feel free 
to ask and if we can 
accommodate you 
we will. 

The hall already plays host to several regular and 
annual events; the Over 60’s club, the Cricket club 
quiz night, craft fairs, ballroom dancing lessons, 
bingo, baby showers, music nights and larger 
community events like the WW2 event in 2015. 

We offer a special community hire charge for 
charity events in the hall on a Friday evening, from 
7.00 pm onwards you can have the entire hall at 
a discounted rate for your chosen charity event.  
Again we also offer a community club rate to all 
local clubs and organisations in order to encourage 
them to use the hall. Currently we have a number 
of daytime sessions available, if you would want to 
hire the whole hall or one of the two smaller rooms 
we are always happy to see what we can do.
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Community Marquee
The marquee is 3m x 8m and comes 

with a ground bar frame and ratchet tie 

down straps for those windy days.  It 

is easy to put up and comes with clear 

instructions.  A minimum number of 4 

people will make it as easy as possible 

to put up and can easily be completed 

within the hour.

The windows can be removed to offer more 

flexible access into and out of the marquee. 

The marquee can be hired and used 

off site for private use (a small charge) 

or for a  community function (free of 

charge) or it can be used as part of the 

main hall hire.

Sports, Fitness  
& Leisure 

Community &  
Charity Events
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The Hall
and as the hall is all on one level, easy access via 
the entry ramps at the main door and side doors.  
There is ample parking for 40 cars at the hall, with 
another car park at the bottom of Mill Lane and 
also an overflow alternative should it be required.

This outdoor space enables us to offer both indoor 
and outdoor events. We even have a commuity 
marquee so that we can offer the maximum amount 
of flexibility, especially in the summer months.

The main hall can comfortably seat 120 with the 
additional two rooms offering additional seating 
or room for a bar and buffet. It also has a dancing 
capacity of 240 meaning that all of those distant 
relatives can have an invite! The hall also has a 
fully equipped professional kitchen with crockery, 
cutlery and glassware for 120 place settings.

The hall comes with free Wi-Fi and internet access 
and a hearing loop for those who are hard of 
hearing. The hall has two disabled toilets, a shower 

Completed in 2005, the village 

hall is a modern, bright, spacious 

and well maintained community 

building. It opens on to the village 

recreation fields on one side and 

on to the cricket pitch on the other 

via patio doors from two of the 

rooms in the hall.  This outdoor 

space enables us to offer the 

combination of both indoor and 

outdoor events.  We even have a 

community marquee so that we 

can offer the maximum amount  

of flexibility, especially in the 

summer months. 



Special Occasions & Parties
The hall offers a lovely setting for a wedding 
reception, particularly in the summer when the 
marquee can be used to extend the event outside, 
we have happily catered for weddings of up to 120 
reception guests and 200+ guests in the evening. 
We are also able to offer to dress the hall using 
white drapes.

The hall lends itself well to all types of celebrations 
and we have hosted a variety of different events 
in the hall, 50th birthday parties and baby showers 
and engagement parties. We offer flexible 
availability and access to help make organising 
your event as stress free as we possibly can. The 
drapes are not exclusive to weddings and can be 
used for all functions at a small additional cost, we 
even put them up for you ahead of your function. 

We understand that not everyone is an expert on 
which outside bar to use, which disco or band, 
so we have some trusted people that we have 
used in the past and are always happy to make 
recommendations when asked.



The hall is a great location for any child’s 
party, with the whole hall and kitchen 
available for hire on Saturday afternoons 
for the total sum of £50. This gives you 
the whole hall from 1.00pm until 4.00pm 
which gives you plenty of time to set 
up and then tidy up afterwards.  There 
are plenty of chairs and tables, and the 
access to the fully equipped kitchen can 
only make your life easier. 

The hall provides enough space to hire a 
bouncy castle in the winter and outside in 
the summer, and we are always happy to 
discuss any specific requirements.  The 
hall is the ultimate location for a game 
of musical chairs, and possibly indoor 
football for the more sports orientated.  

The hall can be hired at other times for 
childrens parties but it is subject to the 
regular hourly rate.

Business Events

Childrens Parties

The variety and flexibility of the main hall and the two 
meeting rooms, mean that we can cater for all types 
of conferences, business meetings and training 
days. There is a minimum number of delegates 
for conferences of 25.  We aim to offer a relaxed, 
comfortable setting and can provide a variety of 
refreshments throughout the meeting, be this coffee 
and tea or a professionally catered buffet lunch. 

We have all the presentation and other business 
equipment here in the hall for you; projector, 
screen, flip chart, hearing loop, disabled access 

and facilities, free Wi-Fi and internet access etc. If 
you have any specific requirements we are always 
happy to see how we can help, alternatively if 
you have additional equipment you wish to bring 
along we are always happy to discuss this ahead 
of any proposed meeting. We can set the hall 
and meeting rooms up exactly as you require 
and we like to work closely with the organisers to 
ensure that everyone attending gets the most from 
their day and that the setting is conducive to a 
productive and enjoyable meeting. 



Birthday Parties

Weddings

Anniversary Parties

Engagement Parties

Christenings

Baby Showers

Charity Events

Quiz Nights

Craft Fairs

Music Nights

Evening Classes

Fitness Classes

Sports Events

Bingo

Conferences

Business Meetings

Training Days

Kitchen Hire

Crockery Hire

Free Wi-Fi & Internet Access

Hearing Loop

We aim to be as flexible as we can be around rates and availability, we offer a 10% 
reduction to all Bluntisham residents when they hire the hall for an event or party. 

Mill Lane | Bluntisham | PE28 3LR 

Email :  bluntishamclerk@gmail.com

BluntishamVillage Hall


